OVERVIEW

Highlights:
► Q5 model line now features five variants: 2.0T, 3.0T, TDI clean diesel, hybrid and SQ5
► Audi Q5 TDI clean diesel model achieves an EPA estimated 24 city/ 31 highway/ 27 combined MPG*
► Advanced driver assistance technologies include adaptive cruise control, side assist and Audi parking system plus
► quattro® all-wheel drive helps provide superior traction and handling
► Audi connect® offers in-vehicle Wi-Fi for up to eight passenger devices, Google Earth™ Mapping and real-time access to information
► Comfortably seats five passengers
► Offers 57.3 cubic feet of cargo space with when second row seats are folded

Lineup Changes for 2015 Include:
► Power tailgate standard on Premium
► Xenon lighting package standard on Premium
► Navigation without Audi connect® optional on Premium
► Optional 19” wheel package (2.0T, 3.0T, TDI & SQ5)
► Audi side assist added to Navigation package to become the Technology package available on Premium Plus (already standard on hybrid)
► Sport interior package updated with Audi drive select and a black headliner
► S line® plus package updated (new wheel on 3.0T, renamed high-gloss black on 3.0T and adaptive suspension moved to a stand-alone option on Prestige
► New high-gloss black package on SQ5
► Luxury package available on Premium Plus
► Audi exclusive line package added to hybrid
► New exterior paint options include: Utopia Blue metallic, Mythos Black metallic, Florett Silver metallic, Sepang Blue pearl (SQ5 only), and Daytona Gray pearl (S line and SQ5 only)

*Where stated, fuel economy values (mpg) are EPA estimates. See www.fueleconomy.gov for details. Actual mileage will vary and depends on several factors including your driving habits and vehicle condition.
MODEL HIGHLIGHTS

SQ5 Exterior High-Gloss Black Package Walk-Around:

1) Singleframe® grille in High-Gloss Black w/ black surround
2) Body color mirror housing
3) 21” 5-double spoke-Star design wheels
4) Fog light surround in twin blade design
5) V6T badging on front fender
6) S model specific brakes
7) S model specific side sills
8) S model specific quad exhaust pipes w/ finished tips
9) S model specific roof spoiler
10) Black roof rails
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SQ5 Interior Walk-Around:

1) Three-spoke multifunction flat-bottom steering wheel with alu-optic shift paddles and contrast stitching
2) Gray SQ5 instrument face with white needles
3) Layered Aluminum/Black wood decorative inlays (optional)
4) SQ5 specific leather wrapped/aluminum shift knob
5) Pedals with aluminum inserts
6) Leather/Alcantara® sport seats standard
7) Fine Nappa interior and comfort packages available